
 

Unexpectedly, the road goes to nowhere. Wrong turn 4 Tamil dubbed movie 23? The story is set against a backdrop of lush
greenery and forest masses. Right from the start, we know that: 1) A car has seen better days, and 2) There's something wrong
with the petrol pump. When we find out that there's no petrol left in the tank as well as no driver... the movie starts to take off.
The name of the movie, "Wrong turn 4" is apt at many levels. First, this is a story about four people who are driven by greed,
lust, delusion and hatred for each other... to commit wrong turns. But what is more interesting is that they all meet at the same
right turn... the wrong one! The story has echoes of "Once upon a time in America". It's one hell of a ride that leads up to the
climax. One review said that it's Hindi cinema for those who love thrillers with large doses of horror mixed in - Wrong Turn 4
Tamil movie was declared as one of the best horror movies ever made. Anu (Amyra Dastur) is a photographer who is in love
with her boss Madhav(Arunoday Singh). A series of mysterious events lead her to an isolated area, deep in the woods, where she
believes she can finally be happy. Her life takes a dramatic turn when Homi (Arbaaz Khan) and his friends - Aditya (Apoorva
Agnihotri) and Rishabh (Vir Das) - enter her life and throw it into further turmoil. Anu is forced into a shocking situation; faced
by pure evil; her quest for happiness takes an unexpected twist; and the lines between good and evil blur. Wrong Turn 4 Tamil
movie is an honest film, filmed in real places. Only the names have been changed for advertising purposes. Due to the huge
success of Indian horror movies, this 2013 horror thriller was dubbed in Hindi as "Wrong Turn 4 Hindi dubbed movie". Wrong
Turn 4 Tamil Movie is a spin-off of the 2013 horror thriller film "Wrong turn 4" which was internationally released under
different titles such as "Wrong turn 4", "Wrong Turn", "The Wrong Turn", "Newbie", and also known as just simply Wrong
Turn". This film is based on the same script, story and characters with the only variance being that this 2014 version takes place
in Chennai, India. Wrong Turn 4 Tamil Movie was released on February 11, 2014. Majority of the cast and crew from the
movies "Wrong Turn 4" and "Wrong Turn 4 Hindi dubbed movie" were roped in for this one. Wrong Turn 4 Tamil movie
received negative reviews from various critics. The film had a limited release in India on February 11, 2014 and was a box
office flop. A few of the most prominent reviewers that praised Wrong Turn 4 Tamil movie included The Indian Express, The
New Indian Express, Filmibeat, Times of India and Sify.com
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